Cox to name group to study alcohol policy

by Sharon Barlaga

In preparation for the Dec. 1 increase in New York's legal drinking age, Gerard Cox, vice president of student affairs, has formed a committee to determine a new alcohol policy for the campus. The committee will look at the existing alkohol policy on campus and determine what changes are necessary as a result of the bill signed into law last week by Gov. Mario Cuomo raising the legal drinking age. Gerard Cox said he wants the committee to recognize that "broad representation." The exact number of members has not been determined.

"Cox said he would like to form the committee by the end of this week."

Finding people to join the committee may prove difficult, Cox said. "Several people I have asked to become members simply don't have the time," he said.

One issue the committee will consider is where and under what terms alcohol will be allowed on campus. The administration has already decided to discontinue the sale of alcohol at the football game following Thanksgiving break. But other issues the Student Government's policy concerning alcohol consumption have yet to be determined.

The new legislation would prevent most Marist students from drinking legally. "Only 19.7 percent of resident students are 21 and over," he said.

According to Cox, there have been preliminary discussions about turning the pub into a pizza parlor or fast food outlet. However, Cox said he wants the pub to remain "major socializing force on campus."

He said that with only one student in four able to drink legally, it would not be economically feasible to turn the pub into a tavern.

In making its recommendations, the committee will also be looking into the liability of the college once the new law takes effect. College officials will consult with lawyers to determine the institution's legal obligations, Cox said.

"The committee's toughest problem will be to change the thinking of the students on campus. Students must become responsible. Students 21 or over must realize that if they serve alcohol to a student who is under age and that student is injured, prosecution could follow."

The current alcohol policy at Marist states that students over 19 are permitted to drink in the pub and upon a fake ID as well as any public places approved by the Office of Staff Affairs. Serving friends under the age of 21 in off-campus settings is not permitted in the residence halls. The possession and/or use of alcohol is prohibited in freshman dorms.

Speaker to discuss S. Africa situation

by Fred Dever

The College Union Board will sponsor a lecture and debate on South Africa at 6 p.m. next Wednesday at the Campus Center Theater.

Scheduled to speak is Dr. Henry F. Jackson, a noted foreign policy expert. Jackson's topic will be "South Africa: U.S. Investments and Divestments." Afterwards, members of the new Marist debate team will debate U.S. policy toward South Africa.

Jackson, author of "From the Congo to Soweto: U.S. Foreign Policy Toward Africa Since 1960," will focus most of his attention on U.S. economic stake in South Africa, which include such firms as the multinational "Shell," and the "Suez" and "Pepsi-Cola." Jackson will examine the possibility of the United Nations sanctioning South Africa. Jackson is associate professor of political science at New York University and a specialist in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

Jackson received his bachelor's degree from Ohio State University and a master's in international affairs. Jackson holds a Ph.D. in comparative government with a special concentration on Africa, from Columbia University.

Jackson has lectured at the Sorbonne, in Africa and in other parts of the world on the American foreign policy toward Africa. According to Morrison, one of his goals is to get more faculty involved in these lectures, and in turn spur more student involvement.

"It's a timely topic and many issues are subject to concern about," Morrison said. "I don't see why a professor of psychology, political science or sociology would not recommend this lecture to their students."

Several colleges across the country, including local Vassar College and SUNY New Paltz, staged campus protests against U.S. investments and divestments in South Africa.

"The American press has turned this into a big deal. I think this is one area in current affairs that Marist students need to be enlightened about," said Christian Heiden, chairman of the CUB lecture committee.
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Organization to get apartment improvements

by Lawrence C. Williams

The Rev. D’Alessandro has officially announced the promotions as Marist College athletics. The Rev. D’Alessandro said it was encouraging to see the best and to recognize the improper Revolutionary War, and maybe the school and the chance to LaPietra’s singing, saying, “If you joking, "The British influence in ed to their respective corners. The bell sounded and they return­ ed to their respective corners. LaPietra concluded, at which point ment on the “civilized” behavior him. Murray said it was encouraging ed to their respective corners. Action was taken on the “civilized” behavior and various topics discussed at the first a resource for all students. Making," he said. “I’m a resource and only scored late in the round by Lock came on top of Murray with three quick jabs and Murray quickly fell to the floor. LaPietra’s rebuttal was blocked by Murray, who drove in a hard right hand. Murray said he was not yet finished. Lock scored the first-round knockout at 2:15, with Murray losing the round on a technical knockout. Murray was to score a technical knockout at 1:25 in the third round, making it a one-sided victory for Lock in the opening round.
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The great debate

When the debate teams matched wits last week, we all came out the winners. The Marist community has benefited from the stimulating competition and the spirited discussion. Marist College is synonymous with debate and has a strong tradition of excellence in this area.

The Real World

Crying about AIDS

"Only a few fuddy-duddy opportunists still refuse to see that a serious threat to society is being committed by a few of those who are allowed to ignore the facts of life." - Dr. Joseph Margolis

Perceptions of peace

"Peace has failed us. The peace process has been so politicized that it has become a mere fig leaf to cover up the reality of the situation. We must not allow ourselves to be fooled by the superficial glow of a temporary cease-fire." - Dr. Michael Kazin

The balance of power

"We must not allow ourselves to be fooled by the superficial glow of a temporary cease-fire. The situation is far too delicate and complex to be handled by politicians and diplomats. We must take matters into our own hands and work for a lasting peace." - Dr. Michael Kazin

VIEWPOINT

The challenge of human rights

"The challenge of human rights is a complex one that requires a multi-faceted approach. We must address the root causes of human rights violations and work towards establishing a just and equitable society." - Dr. Michael Kazin
This Week

"Marie"—off beat fun

by Martha Gordon

"I got drug, wung at a party, made out with this guy, and woke up the next day with this guy's body in my room, all skinned and bloody," Janie tells her therapist, Dr. Kaplan. "The guy just disappeared. I had to leave this hospital."

Dr. Kaplan informs her patient that it is time to write a paper. "But I don't know what to write about!"

"Don't worry," he responds. "Just write something. Anything."

Janie reluctantly agrees, and starts to write:

"Marie", an adaptation of Jack London's novel of the same name, portrays the life of a young woman who, in order to escape her father's control, enters into a relationship with a man named "Maxie." Despite the fact that they are deeply in love, their relationship is threatened by the harsh realities of life in the early 1900s.

As Janie struggles with the consequences of her actions, she begins to realize that the only way she can escape her father's control is by becoming independent and finding her own path.

The booters lost two matches on the road. The squad's record now stands at 3-2-1. The booters played against Fordham University in New York City and lost by a score of 2-0.

The volleyball team plays at home tonight in a dual match with the College of New Rochelle. The home team is currently 6-1 on the season. The booters are looking to continue their successful season.

The residents of Garden Apartments. 

Out and about

Can you are dering yourself a better shot at school?

Glenn Close & Jeff Bridges

The Jagged Edge

Call 229-200 for movie information

Sports In Brief

Volleyball

The Marist volleyball teams were defeated at home 3-0 by the University of Pennsylvania. The home team is currently 6-11 on the season. The university team is currently 10-7.

The volleyball teams played at home tonight in a dual match with the University of Pennsylvania. The home team is currently 6-10 on the season. The university team is currently 9-9.

The residents of Garden Apartments.

The Other Murray

Paper principles

by John K. Murray

There is no old age which means that, sooner or later, each student must face the day when his paper is due. Logical arguments have been written, buildings have been climbed, andRequest a quote
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**Football team drops to St. John's; FDU next**

by Dan Pietrafesa

After being scalped 35-0 last week by the St. John's Redmen, the Red Fox football team will look to bounce back Saturday against Fairleigh Dickinson University-Madison.

Game time for the contest is 1:30 p.m. at Marist's Leonidoff Field. FDU's squad will run out of the I-formation most of the time and is strong against the run on defense.

"It will be our strength against theirs," said Marist Head Coach John Fairteigh. "Their defense is strong against the run on Saturday at Marist's Lepnidoff Field.

"Three or four passes were dropped. We did move the ball a little bit against the Redmen.

The Redmen used a balanced offense and averaged 23 points and shut out both opponents in the first two games.

The visitors began conferring in a conversation with the men. I could see him nodding to them as he heaved the ball. Frank made a lay up," I said.

"What sport is it?" I asked.

"It is similar to none in your country," the visitor said.

"What, are you kidding? I'm not five feet tall; I have trouble with a lay up," I said.

"Are you five feet, too?" the visitor asked.

"No," I said.

"Oh, I'm sorry," he said, "you can't dunk.

"Can you dunk?" he asked.

"No," I said.

"What, are you kidding? I'm five feet, too. Have trouble with a lay up," I said.

"Perfect!" the visitor said with excitement. "Did you play sports in high school?"

"Well, I'm a JV basketball and baseball player," I said.

The visitors began confering in their native tongue. My roommate translated as both interfered in the conversation.

The only score needed for the game was a touchdown. Running back Jonathon Cannon threw for a 1-yard pass from Koster (Ragusa kick), 9:50.

St. John's-Weisenburger six-yard pass from Koster (Ragusa kick), 12:20.

St. John's-Williams one-yard pass from Koster (Ragusa kick), 9:24.

St. John's-Weinberger three-yard pass from Koster (Ragusa kick), 8:56.

St. John's-Coenza one-yard run (Ragusa kick), 8:23.

Marist's women's volleyball team practices for tonight's dual meet against Mount St. Mary's and Old Westbury. The first game starts at 6 p.m.

**EDITOR'S NOTE:** Today's Thursday Morning Quarterback is Goldman, a junior majoring in foreign languages.

It happened to Akeem Ola-Muhammed. It happened to Bol Manute. It happened to John's. "It happened to me," I told my roommate.

"What sport is it?" I asked.

"It is similar to none in your country," the visitor said.

"What sport is it?" I asked.

"What is it?" the visitor asked.

"It's the main instrument used by the men," he said.

"Oh, I'm sorry," he said, "you don't qualify either.

The interpreter for the visitors then turned to me and said, "How about you? Have you ever played organized football?"

"No," I said.

"Can you throw?" he asked.

"Yes," I said. "I was seven feet tall... if I were seven feet tall...

"What about you?" the visitor asked Ed. "That was a pretty good throw, have you ever played organized football?"

"Yes," Ed said. "I was an all-state quarterback in high school."

"What sport is it?" I asked.

"It is similar to none in your country," the visitor said.

"What sport is it?" I asked.

"Will you do play it?" Frank asked.

"The rules are very complicated," the interpreter said, "but in short, those who can throw the ball and those who can catch it."